A vacuum plasma processor includes a coil for reactively exciting a plasma so plasma incident on a workpiece has substantially uniformity. The coil and a window which reactively couples fields from the coil to the plasma have approximately the same diameter. An r.f. source supplies a pulse amplitude modulated envelope including an r.f. carrier to the coil.
PLASMA PROCESSOR WITH COIL
RESPONSIVE TO VARIABLE AMPLITUDE RF ENVELOPE

Field of Invention

The present invention relates generally to plasma processors including radio frequency (r.f.) responsive coils for exciting gases in vacuum chambers to plasmas that process workpieces in the chamber and more particularly to such a processor and to a processing method wherein plasma density on the workpiece is controlled by varying the amplitude of the envelope of the r.f. applied to the coil.

Background Art

One type of processor for treating workpieces with an r.f. plasma in a vacuum chamber includes a coil responsive to an r.f. source. The coil responds to the r.f. source to produce magnetic and electric fields that excite ionizable gas in the chamber to a plasma. Usually the coil is on or adjacent to a dielectric window that extends in a direction generally parallel to a planar horizontally extending surface of the processed workpiece. The excited plasma interacts with the workpiece in the chamber to etch the workpiece or to deposit material on it. The workpiece is typically a semiconductor wafer having a planar circular surface or a solid dielectric plate, e.g., a rectangular glass substrate used in flat panel displays, or a metal plate.

Ogle, U.S. Patent 4,948,458 discloses a multi-turn spiral coil for achieving the above results. The spiral, which is generally of the Archimedes type, extends radially and circumferentially between its interior and exterior terminals connected to the r.f. source via an impedance matching network. Coils of this general type produce oscillating r.f. fields having magnetic and capacitive
field components that propagate through the dielectric window to heat electrons in the gas in a portion of the plasma in the chamber close to the window. The oscillating r.f. fields induce in the plasma currents that heat electrons in the plasma. The spatial distribution of the magnetic field in the plasma portion close to the window is a function of the sum of individual magnetic field components produced by each turn of the coil. The magnetic field component produced by each of the turns is a function of the magnitude of r.f. current in each turn which differs for different turns because of transmission line effects of the coil at the frequency of the r.f. source.

For spiral designs as disclosed by and based on the Ogle '458 patent, the r.f. currents in the spiral coil are distributed to produce a torroidal shaped magnetic field region in the portion of the plasma close to the window, which is where power is absorbed by the gas to excite the gas to a plasma. At low pressures, in the 1.0 to 10 mTorr range, diffusion of the plasma from the ring shaped region produces plasma density peaks just above the workpiece in central and peripheral portions of the chamber, so the peak densities of the ions and electrons which process the workpiece are in proximity to the workpiece center line and workpiece periphery. At intermediate pressure ranges, in the 10 to 100 mTorr range, gas phase collisions of electrons, ions, and neutrons in the plasma prevent substantial diffusion of the plasma charged particles outside of the torroidal region. As a result, there is a relatively high plasma flux in a ring like region of the workpiece but low plasma fluxes in the center and peripheral workpiece portions.

These differing operating conditions result in substantially large plasma flux (i.e., plasma density) variations between the ring and the volumes inside and outside of the ring, resulting in a substantial standard deviation, i.e., in excess of three, of the plasma flux incident on the workpiece. The substantial standard
deviation of the plasma flux incident on the workpiece has a tendency to cause non-uniform workpiece processing, i.e., different portions of the workpiece are etched to different extents and/or have different amounts of molecules deposited on them.

Many coils have been designed to improve the uniformity of the plasma. The commonly assigned U.S. Patent 5,759,280, Holland et al., issued June 2, 1998, discloses a coil which, in the commercial embodiment, has a diameter of 12 inches and is operated in conjunction with a vacuum chamber having a 14.0 inch inner wall circular diameter. The coil applies magnetic and electric fields to the chamber interior via a quartz window having a 14.7 inch diameter and 0.8 inch uniform thickness. Circular semiconductor wafer workpieces are positioned on a workpiece holder about 4.7 inches below a bottom face of the window so the center of each workpiece is coincident with a center line of the coil.

The coil of the '280 patent produces considerably smaller plasma flux variations across the workpiece than the coil of the '458 patent. The standard deviation of the plasma flux produced by the coil of the '280 patent on a 200 mm wafer in such a chamber operating at 5 milliTorr is about 2.0, a considerable improvement over the standard deviation of approximately 3.0 for a coil of the '458 patent operating under the same conditions. The coil of the '280 patent causes the magnetic field to be such that the plasma density in the center of the workpiece is greater than in an intermediate part of the workpiece, which in turn exceeds the plasma density in the periphery of the workpiece. The plasma density variations in the different portions of the chamber for the coil of the '280 patent are much smaller than those of the coil of the '458 patent for the same operating conditions as produce the lower standard deviation.

Other arrangements directed to improving the uniformity of the plasma density incident on a workpiece have also concentrated on geometric principles, usually concerning coil geometry. See, e.g.,
U.S. Patents 5,304,279, 5,277,751, 5,226,967, 5,368,710, 5,800,619, 5,401,350, and 5,847,704.

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to provide a new and improved vacuum plasma processor and method of operating same wherein the plasma density incident on the workpiece can be controlled at will.

An additional object of the present invention to provide a new and improved vacuum plasma processor and method of operating same wherein the plasma density incident on the workpiece has relatively high uniformity.

Another object of the invention is to provide a new and improved vacuum plasma processor having the same geometry as the prior art but which is operated to have controlled plasma density characteristics.

An added object of the invention is to provide a new and improved vacuum plasma processor having the same geometry as the prior art but which is operated to have greater plasma density uniformity characteristics than the prior art.

A further object of the invention is to provide a new and improved vacuum plasma processor including an r.f. excitation coil that is operated so the plasma density incident on a workpiece is substantially less than 2.0.

Summary of the Invention

I have discovered that the foregoing objects are attained by varying the amplitude of the envelope of r.f. applied to a plasma excitation coil, such as the coil disclosed in the '280 patent.

In one embodiment, the invention is directed to a vacuum plasma processor for processing workpieces that includes (1) a vacuum chamber for processing the workpieces with a plasma, (2) a holder in the chamber for the workpieces, (3) a coil for exciting gas in the chamber into the plasma, and (4) an r.f. source for
supplying an r.f. carrier to the coil having a variable amplitude envelope wherein the (a) variable envelope amplitude, (b) pressure within the chamber, and (c) arrangement of the (i) the coil, (ii) chamber and (iii) holder are such as to cause the plasma to have a substantially constant flux across the workpiece while the workpiece is on the holder.

A further aspect of the invention relates to a method of plasma processing a workpiece on a holder in a vacuum plasma processor chamber by exciting gas in the chamber to a plasma by applying an r.f. carrier having envelope amplitude variations to a coil that responds to the r.f. carrier to couple magnetic and electric plasma excitation fields to the plasma. The variations of the envelope amplitude and the coil geometry, as well as the arrangement of the chamber, workpiece and holder, are such that the density of the plasma across the workpiece has substantially lower standard deviation than when the plasma envelope has a constant amplitude. Hence controlling the variations of the envelope amplitude maintains the density of the plasma across the workpiece substantially constant.

Another aspect of the invention relates to a vacuum plasma processor including a workpiece holder in a vacuum chamber, and a coil for exciting gas in the chamber into the plasma driven by an r.f. source having a variable amplitude envelope wherein the variable amplitude, pressure within the chamber, and the arrangement of (a) the coil, (b) the chamber and (c) the holder cause the plasma to have a higher flux on a portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil than on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a portion of the coil removed from the center of the coil when a constant amplitude r.f. envelope is applied to the coil, and the variable amplitude envelope causes the plasma flux across the workpiece to be such as to cause the plasma flux in a portion of the workpiece removed from the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil to be at least equal
to the plasma flux in the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil.

An added aspect of the invention concerns such a vacuum plasma processor wherein the source driving the coil is arranged so that the amplitude of the high amplitude segments increases with increases in the spacing of the high amplitude segments from each other.

A further aspect of the invention concerns such a plasma processor wherein the variable amplitude envelope of an r.f. source driving the coil is controlled so that the plasma flux on a portion of the workpiece removed from a portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil is at least equal to the plasma flux at a portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil.

The variable amplitude envelope preferably has high and low amplitude portions. The low amplitude portions have a low enough magnitude to prevent excitation of charge particles in the gas to a plasma. The sufficient duration and magnitude of each low amplitude portion are such as to enable charge particles in the plasma to diffuse to a much greater extent than charge particle diffusion which occurs when the envelope has a high value to excite the plasma to a state which causes processing of the workpiece.

Preferably the variable amplitude envelope is in the form of pulses having zero amplitude periods spaced between finite amplitude periods. The zero amplitude durations are, in one embodiment, short enough that the plasma is not extinguished during them (e.g., the period is approximately ten microseconds) and, in a second embodiment, are long enough that the plasma is extinguished during them (e.g., the period of the zero amplitude is about ten milliseconds).

I am aware that there are disclosures in the prior art of pulsing a plasma excitation source. In particular, I am aware of the following: Sumio Ashida, M.R. Shim and M.A. Lieberman, "Measurements of Pulsed-power Modulated Argon Plasmas in an
While several of these references deal with plasmas excited by coils, none of the references disclosing such excitation sources indicates the pulsed excitation of the coil has an effect on plasma density uniformity, and in particular improved plasma density uniformity. This is not surprising because the coils mentioned in the references are not disclosed as having geometry conducive to providing plasmas with substantial plasma flux uniformity. In one case, the coil is a solenoid while in other cases the coil appears to be conventional, relatively small conventional flat spiral coil. Such coils do not have a diameter and geometry conducive to providing substantially uniform plasma flux during continuous operation.

In contrast, the coil of the preferred embodiment of the present invention is specifically designed to provide a substantially uniform plasma flux across the entire workpiece. The specific coil is designed to be "centerfast." Pulsing the r.f. field the coil derives enables the plasma to diffuse during the interval between excitation or when low amplitude excitation occurs to promote an "edge-fast" plasma flux and thereby provide substantial plasma flux uniformity across the entire workpiece.

While Samukawa et al. disclose pulsing a microwave electron cyclotron resonance field in their November/December, 1996, Journal of Vacuum Science Technology publication, to attain improved uniformity, the mechanism involved in microwave electron cyclotron resonance operation is entirely different from the mechanisms involved in coil excited plasmas. In an electron cyclotron resonance plasma, a very substantial DC magnetic field must be applied, usually by a solenoid coil, to the plasma to obtain the required swirling action of the charged particles. The DC magnetic field interacts with the microwave energy to provide the plasma excitation. An r.f. plasma does not require a large DC magnetic field source or a microwave generator. An r.f. plasma excited by a coil requires a relatively simple, inexpensive r.f. (non-
microwave) source, typically having a frequency of 13.56 MHz, and a relatively inexpensive coil. A further advantage of r.f. coil plasma excitation over microwave excitation is that greater diffusion occurs with a pulsed plasma excited by a coil than can occur with an electron cyclotron resonance process because a plasma excited by a coil is not coupled with a strong DC magnetic field.

The above and still further objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon consideration of the following detailed descriptions of several specific embodiments thereof, especially when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

**Brief Description of the Drawing**

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of a vacuum plasma processor using a pulsed r.f. source exciting a coil in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a top view of a preferred coil in the processor of Fig. 1; and

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the coil illustrated in Fig. 2.

**Detailed Description of the Drawing**

The vacuum plasma workpiece processor of Fig. 1 of the drawing includes vacuum chamber 10, shaped as a cylinder having grounded metal wall 12, metal bottom end plate 14, and circular top plate structure 18, consisting of a dielectric window structure 19, having the same thickness from its center to its periphery. Sealing of vacuum chamber 10 is provided by conventional gaskets (not shown). The processor of Fig. 1 can be used for etching a semiconductor, dielectric or metal substrate or for depositing molecules on such substrates.

A suitable gas that can be excited to a plasma state is supplied to the interior of chamber 10 from a gas source (not
shown) via port 20 in side wall 12. The interior of the chamber is maintained in a vacuum condition, at a pressure that can vary in the range of 1-100 milliTorr, by a vacuum pump (not shown), connected to port 22 in end plate 14.

The gas in the chamber is excited to a plasma having a spatially substantially uniform density by a suitable electric source. The electric source includes a substantially planar coil 24, mounted immediately above window 19 and excited by r.f. power source 26 (typically having a fixed frequency of 13.56 MHz) having a variable amplitude envelope provided by periodic pulse source 27. Source 27 turns the r.f. output of source 26 on and off from time to time, preferably periodically. When pulse source 27 turns r.f. source 26 on, the amplitude of the r.f. voltage applied to coil 24 is sufficiently high to produce sufficient current in the coil to generate a high magnetic field. The current in coil 24 generates a large enough magnetic field flux in chamber 10 in proximity to window 19 to excite ionizable gas in the chamber to a plasma. When source 27 turns source 26 off or reduces the voltage of the envelope of the source r.f. output to a relatively low value the magnetic field coil 24 applies to the gas in chamber 10 is insufficient to excite the gas to a plasma state. As a result there is much greater charge particle diffusion than the charge particle diffusion which occurs when the r.f. envelope applied to coil 24 has a high value.

Impedance matching network 28, connected between output terminals of r.f. source 26 and excitation terminals of coil 24, couples the variable amplitude envelope the r.f. source derives to the coil. Impedance matching network 28 includes variable reactances (not shown) which a controller varies in a known manner to achieve impedance matching between source 26 and a load including coil 24 and the plasma load the coil drives.

Duty cycle controller 29 responds to input device 31 to control the duration of the pulses source 27 derives. Input device
31 can be a manual device, such as a potentiometer or numeric duty cycle per cent representing keys of a key pad, or a microprocessor responsive to signals stored in a computer memory for different processing recipes of workpiece 32. Variables of the recipes include (1) species of gases flowing through port 22 into chamber 10, (2) pressure in chamber 10 controlled by the vacuum pump connected to port 20, (3) duty cycle of the r.f. envelope source 26 derives in response to the pulses source 27 derives, and (4) average power r.f. source 26 supplies to coil 24.

I have found that etch rate of material from workpiece 32 by the plasma in chamber 10 depends on average power of the plasma. Usually etch rate is desirably maintained constant. Consequently, peak power and duty cycle are desirably inverse functions of each other so that as the duty cycle of r.f. source 26 increases the envelope of the r.f. voltage source 26 derives decreases in a reciprocal manner and vice versa for decreases in the duty cycle of source 26.

To these ends, duty cycle controller 29 supplies amplitude controller 35 with a signal having an amplitude that is inversely proportional to the duty cycle of the control signal controller 29 supplies to pulse source 27. Amplitude controller 35 responds to the signal from controller 29 to vary the output voltage and power of the r.f. envelope source 26 supplies to coil 24. The recipe controls the initial, continuous wave (100% duty cycle) amplitude of the envelope source 26 derives. The recipe also causes the signal from controller 35 to increase the envelope amplitude as duty cycle decreases. It is to be understood that the amplitude control of the envelope r.f. source derives could also be directly controlled by a separate output of input device 31 in a coordinated manner with the duty cycle of source 27.

Workpiece 32 is fixedly mounted in chamber 10 to a surface of workpiece holder (i.e., chuck) 30; the surface of holder 30 carrying workpiece 32 is parallel to the surface of window 19.
Workpiece 32 is usually electrostatically clamped to the surface of holder 30 by a DC potential of a DC power supply (not shown). R.f. source 31 supplies a constant amplitude r.f. voltage to impedance matching network 33, that includes variable reactances (not shown). Matching network 33 couples the output of source 31 to holder 30. A controller (not shown) controls the variable reactances of matching network 33 to match the impedance of source 31 to the impedance of an electrode (not shown) of holder 30. The load coupled to the electrode is primarily the plasma in chamber 10. As is well known the r.f. voltage source 31 applies to the electrode of holder 30 interacts with charge particles in the plasma to produce a DC bias on workpiece 32.

Surrounding planar coil 24 and extending above top end plate 18 is a metal tube or can-like shield 34 having an inner diameter somewhat greater than the inner diameter of wall 12. Shield 34 decouples electromagnetic fields originating in coil 24 from the surrounding environment. The distance between shield 34 and the peripheral regions of coil 24 is large enough to prevent significant absorption by shield 34 of the magnetic fields generated by the peripheral regions of coil 24.

The diameter of cylindrically shaped chamber 10 is large enough to prevent absorption by chamber walls 12 of the magnetic fields generated by the peripheral regions of coil 24. The diameter of dielectric window structure 19 is greater than the diameter of chamber 10 to such an extent that the entire upper surface of chamber 10 is comprised of dielectric window structure 19. The distance between the treated surface of workpiece 32 and the bottom surface of dielectric window structure 19 is chosen to provide the most uniform plasma flux on the exposed, processed surface of the workpiece. For a preferred embodiment of the invention, the distance between the workpiece processed surface and the bottom of the dielectric window is approximately 0.3 to 0.4 times the diameter of chamber 10; the inner diameter of chamber 12
is 14 inches, the diameter of coil 24 is 12 inches, the inner
diameter of cylindrical shield 34 is 14.7 inches, and the distance
between the workpiece processed surface and the bottom of the
dielectric window is 4.7 inches.

Planar coil 24 functions as a transmission line to produce a
standing wave pattern along the length of the coil. The standing
wave pattern results in variations in the magnitude of the r.f.
voltages and currents along the length of the coil. The dependence
of the magnetic flux generated by the coil on the magnitude of
these r.f. currents results in differing amounts of plasma being
produced in different portions of chamber 10 beneath different
portions of the coil.

The variations in the r.f. current magnitude flowing in
different parts of the coil are spatially averaged to assist in
deriving a uniform plasma. Spatially averaging these different
current values in the different parts of the coil substantially
prevents non-radial asymmetries in the plasma density, particularly
at regions of high r.f. current in the coil segments near the coil
periphery. The transmission line behavior of the r.f. current in
planar coil 24 increases the amount of magnetic flux generated by
the peripheral coil segments relative to the center coil segments.
This result is achieved by exciting coil 24 with r.f. so the
regions of maximum r.f. current are on the peripheral coil
segments.

As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, planar coil 24 includes
interior substantially semicircular loops 40, 42 and peripheral
substantially circular segments 46 and 48 and an intermediate
substantially circular segment 44. Loops 40 and 42 form half turns
of coil 24 while each of loops 44, 46 and 48 forms almost a
complete full turn; the full and half turns are connected in series
with each other. All of segments 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48 are coaxial
with central coil axis 50, coincident with the center axis of
chamber 10. Opposite excitation terminals 52 and 54, in the center
portion of coil 24, are respectively coupled by leads 48 and 56 to opposite terminals of r.f. source 26 via matching network 28 and one electrode of capacitor 80, the other electrode of which is grounded. Terminal 60, at the end of loop 40 opposite from terminal 52, is connected to end terminal 66 of outer loop segment 48 by conductive strap 64 which is located in a region slightly above the plane of coil 24 and does not touch any of the coil segments which run beneath it so the strap is electrically insulated from coil 24, except at terminals 60 and 66.

Segment 48 has a second terminal 68 slightly less than 360° from terminal 66; terminal 68 is connected to terminal 70 of loop segment 46 via strap 72. Loop 46, having an angular extent of almost 360°, has a second end terminal 74 connected to terminal 76 of loop 44 via strap 78. Loop 44, having an angular extent of almost 360°, has a second end terminal 80 which is connected by strap 82 to terminal 62 at the end of segment 42 opposite from terminal 54.

Capacitor 80, having a capacitive impedance $Z_{cap} = 1/(j2\pi fC)$, where $j=\sqrt{-1}$, $f$ is the frequency of r.f. source 26, and $C$ is the capacitance of capacitor 30, shifts the phase and therefore location of the voltage and current distribution across the entire length of coil 24. The voltage and current distribution are shifted in coil 24 so the coil produces r.f. electric and magnetic fields which provide substantially uniform plasma flux on the processed surface of workpiece 32.

For the preferred embodiment, the voltage and current of coil 24 are distributed by selecting the value of capacitor 80 so the peak-to-peak r.f. current at coil terminal 54 is a minimum and equals the peak-to-peak r.f. current at coil terminal 52. At this condition, the coil has opposite polarity maximum peak-to-peak r.f. voltages at terminals 52 and 54 and the coil maximum r.f. current occurs near conductive strap 72. The distribution of r.f. voltages and currents in the coil can be approximated by
\[ V_{pkp} (X) = V_{pkp}^o \cos[\beta (x + x^o)] \] and
\[ I_{pkp} (X) = I_{pkp}^o \sin[\beta (x + x^o)] , \]

where:
- \( x \) is the linear distance measured from terminal 54 of the coil,
- \( \beta \) is the angular frequency of r.f. source 26 (i.e. \( 2\pi f \)), divided by \( c \), the speed of light,
- \( x^o \) is an offset from zero which is determined by the value of the capacitor 80, and
- \( V_{pkp}^o \) and \( I_{pkp}^o \) are respectively the maximum r.f. peak-to-peak voltages and currents in the coil.

For the preferred embodiment of the coil, the value of capacitor 80 is selected so \( x^o \) is approximately 0.15 to 0.16 times the wavelength (\( \lambda = c/f \)) of the r.f. current flowing in the coil.

The peripheral regions of coil 24 produce greater magnetic flux than the center region of the coil because the magnitude of the peak-to-peak r.f. currents is greater in the peripheral segment of the coil relative to the magnitudes of the peak-to-peak currents of the central segments. The maximum peak-to-peak r.f. current amplitude occurs in substantially circular loop segment 46. The amplitudes of the peak-to-peak r.f. currents in adjacent loop segments 44 and 48 and in loop segment 46 and the spacing of loop segments 44, 46 and 48 from each other are such that magnetic fluxes from these three loop segments are combined in space to provide a total magnetic flux density, just under window 19, having a maximum value over a relatively broad annular area. The annular area extends from between loop segments 46 and 48 to between intermediate segment 44 and interior segments 40 and 42. The total magnetic flux is also relatively constant as a function of angular coordinate \( \theta \), representing the angle about the coil periphery relative to a reference angle that extends through the coil center line 50, e.g., the reference angle extends horizontally in Fig. 2 to the left of center line 50.
A spatially averaged magnetic flux which is constant along a particular coordinate value $\theta$ provides a plasma which is radially symmetric along $\theta$. The amplitudes of the peak-to-peak r.f. currents in the two substantially semicircular, equal radius segments 40 and 42 are significantly less than the amplitudes of the currents in the other segments. Segments 40 and 42 derive sufficient magnetic fluxes which are spatially averaged with the magnetic fluxes derived from the other segments 44, 46 and 48 so a substantially uniform plasma flux is generated at the level of the processed surface of workpiece 32 across the diameter of the chamber.

The electrostatic (i.e., capacitive) coupling of the voltages to the plasma for different portions of planar coil 24 (for example, between portions of loop segments 46 and 48 at the same angular coordinate position $\theta$) has an influence on the uniformity of the generated plasma flux. The capacitive coupling of these voltages to the plasma depends on the magnitude of the peak-to-peak voltages occurring in the coil segments, as well as the thickness and dielectric material of window 19 which separates the coil from the plasma. The influence of the capacitive currents produced by the r.f. voltages is minimized by causing the highest r.f. peak-to-peak voltages to occur at terminals 52 and 54. The geometry of coil 24 and proper selection of the value of capacitor 80 cause the highest r.f. peak-to-peak voltages to occur at terminals 52 and 54.

R.f. excitation of planar coil 24 produces a substantially planar plasma having a relatively uniform flux completely across workpiece 32, frequently shaped as a disc. Regardless of shape, substrate 32 has exterior edge dimensions only somewhat less than the interior dimensions of plasma processor chamber 10.

Commonly assigned U.S. Patent 5,759,280 and other prior art references disclose a considerable portion of the foregoing description of the drawing, except for the amplitude modulation of the r.f. envelope pulse source 27 imposes on the output of r.f.
I have discovered that varying the amplitude of the envelope of r.f. source 26, particularly pulsing the r.f. source on and off, also enables the plasma flux on workpiece 32 to have greater uniformity than is achieved by source 26 deriving a constant amplitude envelope.

During high amplitude portions of the r.f. envelope, coil 24 supplies a strong torroidal magnetic field to gas and plasma in the interior of vacuum chamber 18, just beneath window 18. Coil 24 also supplies an r.f. electrostatic field to the gas and plasma in chamber 18. The torroidal magnetic field extends in a plane generally parallel to lower face 19 of window 18 and has an axis (where the magnetic field is zero) substantially coincident with center line 50 of coil 24. The strong magnetic field excites charge particles in the plasma to produce free electrons and positive ions. The strong magnetic field prevents substantial diffusion of the charge carries from the torroidal magnetic field to workpiece 32. The r.f. electrostatic field coil 24 couples to chamber 18 accelerates the charge particles toward workpiece 32.

When pulse source 27 turns off r.f. source 26 or causes the r.f. source to produce a low amplitude envelope the torroidal magnetic field collapses and the electrostatic field turns off. Consequently, the charge particles in the plasma are free to diffuse when source 26 derives a zero or low amplitude output.

In one embodiment, pulse source 27 turns off r.f. source 26 for a short enough period, e.g., 10 microseconds, to prevent extinction of the r.f. plasma. In another embodiment, pulse source 21 turns off r.f. source 26 for a long enough period, e.g. 10 milliseconds, to assure extinction of the r.f. plasma. In both embodiments, the unconfined free electrons and positive ions can easily diffuse away from the volume where the confining torroidal magnetic field subsists while r.f. source 26 is on and supplies a large amount of power, e.g., more than 1 kilowatt, to coil 24.
The voltage that source 31 applies to workpiece holder 30 assists in attracting to workpiece 32 the unconfined free electrons and positive ions that can easily diffuse away from the torroidal volume. The unconfined electrons and positive ions that are attracted to workpiece 32 in combination with other factors cause the plasma density incident on workpiece 32 to be substantially uniform. Factors affecting the density of the plasma on workpiece 32 include the pressure within chamber 10 and the usually fixed geometric arrangement of chamber 10, coil 24, workpiece holder 30, and workpiece 32 and variable parameters which are (1) pressure in chamber 10, (2) flow rate and type of processing gas admitted to chamber 10 through port 20, (3) the material and size of workpiece 32, (4) spacing between adjacent pulses source 26 applies to coil 24, which pulse source 27 controls, and (5) peak and minimum amplitudes of the pulse source 26 supplies to coil 24.

A high degree of plasma density uniformity on workpiece 32 has been achieved (as described infra) with a chamber having a wall 12 with an interior circular diameter of 14 inches, a circular window 18 having a 14.7 inch diameter, a coil 24 with a 12 inch diameter, a circular workpiece holder with an 8 inch diameter having an upper face extending parallel to and spaced about 4.7 inches from bottom face 19 of window 18. Modulation of the envelope of the 13.56 MHz r.f. carrier derived by source 26 improves the uniformity of plasma flux, i.e., plasma density, across workpiece 32. Varying the envelope modulations adjusts the plasma processing conditions in order to obtain ion flux uniformity incident on workpiece 32 within a specified uniformity target. This ability to adjust ion flux uniformity for each processing condition provides better plasma processing results across a wider range of operating conditions than would be possible using a conventional inductively coupled plasma source without amplitude modulation of r.f. source 26 by pulse source 27.
The ability of input device 31 and controller 27 to change the duty cycle of the r.f. source 26 derives enables at will control of the etch characteristics of workpiece 32 as a function of the radius of workpiece 32. For example if greater etching of peripheral workpiece regions is desired, input device 31 and controller 29 activate pulse source 27 to cause source 26 to produce a continuous wave, constant amplitude envelope. If maximum etch uniformity is desired input device 31 sets the duty cycle of source 26 at an intermediate value, as discussed infra. If greater etching of the workpiece center region is desired input device 31 and controller 29 cause pulse source 27 to activate r.f. source to produce low duty cycle (e.g., fifteen percent) r.f. output.

To obtain substantial uniformity of plasma flux on workpiece 32, coil 24 has an area substantially exceeding the workpiece area. Actual experiments using the previously described 12 inch diameter coil and chamber involved etching a 200mm (5.08 inch) workpiece formed of a silicon poly wafer. In one experiment pulse source 27 applied 35 percent duty cycle on and off 50kHz amplitude modulation to the 13.56 mHz carrier of r.f. source 26 so that source 26 produced 7 microsecond r.f. pulses spaced from each other by 13 microseconds, while the silicon poly wafer was etched by chlorine at a pressure of 5 milliTorr. The thickness of the wafer at different radial and circumferential positions on the wafer upper face exposed to the plasma was monitored after the etching operation to determine the amount of material etched from these different positions. Since the amount of material etched from each position correlates very closely to the plasma density at each position, the thickness measurements determine the plasma densities. The standard deviation (σ) of these thickness measurements thus provide a measure of the plasma density uniformity incident on the workpiece exposed surface, so that high uniformity is associated with a low standard deviation and vice versa.
The etch standard deviation for the previously described experiment was 1.527 compared to an etch standard deviation of 2.037 for continuous wave (c.w.) operation of source 26 in a second experiment; all factors other than pulse modulation were identical in these two experiments. Similar experiments, under identical conditions except for duty cycle, indicate greater etch uniformity, for duty cycles of source 26 less than 85% than for c.w. operation of source 26 as indicated by the following Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty cycle (%)</th>
<th>Etch standard deviation (σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 (c.w.)</td>
<td>2.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>2.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The substantially reduced etch standard deviation for duty cycles between 16 percent and 75 percent implies substantially greater plasma density uniformity for pulsed (i.e., amplitude modulated) operation of source 26 than for c.w. operation of source 26. The 35 percent duty cycle, in addition to having the greatest etch uniformity, had center and peripheral regions with lower amounts of etched material than an intermediate region between the center and peripheral regions. Hence for the 35 percent duty cycle the density of the plasma incident on the center of the wafer was
less than the plasma density on the portion of the wafer surrounding the wafer center portion. This condition, known as center fast, is usually considered highly advantageous, particularly when accompanied by great plasma density uniformity.

The twenty-five percent and sixteen percent duty cycles resulted in greater center etching than intermediate and peripheral etching. The eighty-five percent and seventy-five percent duty cycles resulted in greater peripheral etching than intermediate and center etching. Hence, varying the duty cycle enables tailoring of the etch rate as a function of radius.

While there have been described and illustrated plural specific embodiments of the invention, it will be clear that variations in the details of the embodiment specifically illustrated and described may be made without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.
I CLAIM:

1. A vacuum plasma processor for processing workpieces comprising
   a vacuum chamber for processing the workpieces with a plasma,
   a holder in the chamber for the workpieces,
   a coil for exciting gas in the chamber into the plasma,
   an r.f. source for supplying to the coil an r.f. carrier
   having a variable amplitude envelope;
   the variable amplitude, pressure within the chamber, and
   the arrangement of (a) the coil, (b) the chamber and (c) the holder
   being such as to cause the plasma to have a substantially constant
   flux across the workpiece while the workpiece is on the holder.

2. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 1 wherein the variable amplitude
   is in the form of pulses.

3. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 2 wherein the pulses
   cause the r.f. envelope to have zero amplitude.

4. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 3 wherein the spacing between
   adjacent pulses is approximately ten microseconds.

5. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 wherein the coil
   includes interior and exterior arcuate segments and first and
   second excitation terminals adapted to be connected to the r.f.
   source, the first terminal being at one end of the coil and at one
   end of the interior arcuate segment, the exterior arcuate segment
   being radially displaced from the interior arcuate segment, the
   second terminal being at one of the arcuate segments different from
   the interior arcuate segment, one of the terminals of the coil
being connected to the r.f. source by a reactance, the value of the 
reactance, the length of the coil and the r.f. energization having 
a frequency such that peak-to-peak r.f. voltages \( V_{p_{pk}}(x) \) and 
currents \( I_{p_{pk}}(x) \) in the coil are approximated by 
\[
V_{p_{pk}}(x) = V_{p_{pk}}^0 \cos[\beta(x+x^o)] \quad \text{and} \quad I_{p_{pk}}(x) = I_{p_{pk}}^0 \sin[\beta(x+x^o)],
\]
where:
- \( x \) is the linear distance measured from an input terminal of 
  the coil connected to the source,
- \( \beta \) is a constant determined by the frequency of the r.f. 
  energization,
- \( x^o \) is an offset from zero determined by the impedance of the 
  reactance at the frequency of the r.f. energization, and
- \( V_{p_{pk}}^0 \) and \( I_{p_{pk}}^0 \) are values of the maximum r.f. peak-to-peak 
  voltages and currents in the coil.

6. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 wherein the r.f. 
source is connected to first and second terminals of the coil such 
that the magnitude of a peak-to-peak r.f. voltage in the coil has 
a maximum value with a first polarity at the first terminal of the 
coil and a maximum value with a second polarity at the second 
terminal of the coil.

7. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 wherein the coil 
includes several arcuate segments having an arcuate extent of about 
a turn, including an outermost arcuate segment having an arcuate 
extent of about a turn and a next outermost arcuate segment having 
an arcuate extent of about a turn, the r.f. source being connected 
to the coil and the coil being configured such that r.f. current in 
the outermost arcuate segment and the next outermost arcuate 
segment is substantially greater than current in an interior 
segment of the coil.
8. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 wherein the r.f. source is connected to first and second terminals of the coil and the coil is such that the magnitude of peak-to-peak r.f. current at the first terminal is approximately equal to the peak-to-peak r.f. current at the second terminal, the equal currents at the first and second terminals having amplitudes lower than any other currents in the coil.

9. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 further including a reactance connected in series with the coil and the r.f. source, the reactance having a value and connections to the coil and source and the coil having a configuration so there are approximately equal magnitude peak-to-peak r.f. currents at excitation terminals of the coil.

10. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 4 wherein first and second excitation terminals of the coil are located in a center region of the coil, the first and second excitation terminals being respectively connected to first and second arcuate segments having an arcuate extent of about one half a turn, the arcuate segments having an arcuate extent of about one half a turn having about the same dimensions and arranged substantially concentrically such that the first and second terminals are located next to each other.

11. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 1 wherein the chamber has a metal side wall arrangement with a predetermined inner diameter and the coil has a diameter, approximately equal to the predetermined inner diameter, the chamber including a dielectric window substantially at right angles to the wall, the coil being positioned outside the chamber and in proximity to the window so that a field from the coil is coupled to the plasma through the window.
12. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 11 wherein the variable amplitude has low amplitude portions of sufficient duration and magnitude to enable charge particles in the plasma to diffuse in the chamber to a much greater extent than charge particle diffusion which occurs when the variable amplitude has a high value which excites the plasma to a state which causes processing of the workpiece.

13. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 12 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that the plasma is not extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.

14. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 12 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that the plasma is extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.

15. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 1 wherein the variable amplitude has low amplitude portions of sufficient duration and magnitude to enable charge particles in the plasma to diffuse in the chamber to a much greater extent than charge particle diffusion which occurs when the variable amplitude has a high value which excites the plasma to a state which causes processing of the workpiece.

16. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 15 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that the plasma is not extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.

17. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 15 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that
the plasma is extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.

18. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 1 wherein the pressure within the chamber, and the arrangement of (a) the coil, (b) the chamber and (c) the holder are such as to cause the plasma to have a higher flux on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a center portion of the coil than on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a portion of the coil removed from the center portion of the coil when a constant amplitude r.f. envelope is applied to the coil, the variable amplitude envelope being such as to cause the plasma flux across the workpiece to be substantially constant.

19. A method of plasma processing a workpiece on a holder in a vacuum plasma processor chamber comprising exciting gas in the chamber to a plasma by applying an r.f. carrier having envelope amplitude variations to a coil, the coil responding to the r.f. carrier to couple magnetic and electric plasma excitation fields to the plasma; the variations of the envelope amplitude and the coil, chamber, workpiece and holder parameters being such that the density of the plasma across the workpiece has substantially lower standard deviation than when the plasma envelope has a constant amplitude.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the coil diameter is greater than the workpiece diameter.

21. The method of claim 19 wherein the coil is such that there is a higher plasma flux on a portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil than on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a portion of the coil removed from the center of the coil when a constant amplitude r.f. envelope is applied to the
coil, and varying the amplitude of the envelope such as to cause the plasma flux across the workpiece to be substantially constant.

22. A method of plasma processing a workpiece on a holder in a vacuum plasma processor chamber comprising exciting gas in the chamber to a plasma by applying an r.f. carrier having envelope amplitude variations to a coil, the coil responding to the r.f. carrier to couple magnetic and electric plasma excitation fields to the plasma;
maintaining the density of the plasma across the workpiece substantially constant by controlling the variations of the envelope amplitude so the plasma density across the workpiece has a substantially lower standard deviation while the plasma envelope has the amplitude variations than when the plasma envelope has a constant amplitude.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein the variable amplitude is in the form of pulses.

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the pulses cause the r.f. envelope to have zero amplitude.

25. The method of claim 22 wherein the variable amplitude has low amplitude portions of sufficient duration and magnitude to enable charge particles in the plasma to sequentially diffuse in the chamber to a much greater extent than charge particle diffusion which occurs when the variable amplitude has a high value which excites the plasma to a state which causes processing of the workpiece.

26. The method of claim 25 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that the plasma is not extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.
27. The method of claim 25 wherein the duration and amplitude of the low amplitude portion are such that the plasma is extinguished between adjacent high amplitude portions.

28. The method of claim 22 wherein the coil diameter is greater than the workpiece diameter.

29. A vacuum plasma processor for processing workpieces comprising
   a vacuum chamber for processing the workpieces with a plasma,
   a holder in the chamber for the workpieces,
   a coil for exciting gas in the chamber into the plasma,
   an r.f. source for supplying to the coil an r.f. carrier
having a variable amplitude envelope;
   the variable amplitude, pressure within the chamber, and
   the arrangement of (a) the coil, (b) the chamber and (c) the holder
being such as to cause the plasma to have a higher flux on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a center portion of the coil than on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a portion of the coil removed from the center portion of the coil when a constant amplitude r.f. envelope is applied to the coil, the variable amplitude envelope being such as to cause the plasma flux across the workpiece to be such as to cause the plasma flux in a portion of the workpiece removed from the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center portion of the coil to be at least equal to the plasma flux in the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center portion of the coil.

30. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 29 wherein the source is arranged so the envelope amplitude has differing values to cause the plasma flux across the workpiece to be substantially constant.
31. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 29 wherein the source is arranged so the envelope amplitude has differing values to cause the plasma flux across the workpiece to be such that the plasma flux on a peripheral portion of the workpiece is greater than the plasma flux on interior portions of the workpiece.

32. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 29 wherein the source is arranged so the envelope includes segments with controllable high amplitudes and segments with controllable duration low amplitude segments, the high amplitude segments being spaced from each other by the low peak amplitude segments, the source being arranged so that the amplitude of the high amplitude segments increases with increases in the spacing of the high amplitude segments from each other.

33. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 32 wherein the source is arranged to change the amplitudes and durations of the high and low amplitude segments to cause the time averaged power of the plasma flux incident on the workpiece to be substantially constant even though the amplitudes and durations change.

34. A vacuum plasma processor for processing workpieces comprising
   a vacuum chamber for processing the workpieces with a plasma,
   a holder in the chamber for the workpieces,
   a coil for exciting gas in the chamber into the plasma,
   an r.f. source for supplying to the coil an r.f. carrier having a variable amplitude envelope;
   the source being arranged so the envelope includes variable amplitude, high amplitude segments spaced from each other by low amplitude segments, the source being arranged so the envelope includes segments with controllable high amplitudes and
segments with controllable duration low amplitude segments, the high amplitude segments being spaced from each other by the low peak amplitude segments, the source being arranged so that the amplitude of the high amplitude segments increases with increases in the spacing of the high amplitude segments from each other.

35. The vacuum plasma processor of claim 34 wherein the source is arranged to change the amplitudes and durations of the high and low amplitude segments to cause the time averaged power of the plasma flux incident on the workpiece to be substantially constant even though the amplitudes and durations change.

36. A method of plasma processing a workpiece on a holder in a vacuum plasma processor chamber comprising exciting gas in the chamber to a plasma by applying an r.f. carrier having envelope amplitude variations to a coil, the coil responding to the r.f. carrier to couple magnetic and electric plasma excitation fields to the plasma, the pressure within the chamber, and the arrangement of (a) the coil, (b) the chamber and (c) the holder being such as to cause the plasma to have a higher flux on a portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil than on a portion of the workpiece aligned with a portion of the coil removed from the center of the coil when a constant amplitude r.f. envelope is applied to the coil; and controlling the variable amplitude envelope so that the plasma flux on a portion of the workpiece removed from the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil is at least equal to the plasma flux at the portion of the workpiece aligned with the center of the coil.

37. The method of claim 36 wherein the variable amplitude envelope is controlled such that the plasma flux on a peripheral
portion of the workpiece is greater than the plasma flux on interior portions of the workpiece.

38. The method of claim 36 wherein the source is arranged so the envelope includes segments with controllable high amplitudes and segments with controllable duration low amplitude segments, the high amplitude segments being spaced from each other by the low amplitude segments, the source being arranged so that the amplitude of the high amplitude segments increases with increases in the spacing of the high amplitude segments from each other.

39. The method of claim 38 wherein the source is controlled to change the amplitudes and durations of the high and low amplitude portions to cause the time averaged power of the plasma flux incident on the workpiece to be substantially constant even though the amplitudes and durations change.
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